Beyond BOURBON - 1948:
The Fourth Year of Allied Collaborative COMINT
Effort against the Soviet Union (SIGINT)

Author's note: This is the fifth and final in a series of Cryptologic Quarterly articles on the Allied cryptologic effort against the Soviet Union early in the Cold War. The series began in the Fall/Winter 99 issue and has run in consecutive issues. A companion article to this series, "Beyond BOURBON - 1948: The Fifth Year of Allied Collaborative COMINT Effort against the Soviet Union (SIGINT)", was published in the Winter 1994 issue.

INTRODUCTION (U)

(6-048) BOURBON was the formally assigned covername for what was initially a joint American-British project to target communications of the Soviet Union after World War II. A compartmented project in 1945, and the covername was used extensively throughout 1946 before being replaced by the descriptive "Russian problem" in late 1947. Therefore, 1948 -

America and the World - 1948 (U)

(U) Overall, prices and inflation in America rose at record rates in 1948; by July a buck was worth 45$ in prewar dollars. Employment, production, and corporate profits also climbed to record levels. Wages rose 39 percent. But by December, employment was down again, and retail stores reported lagging sales. The year 1948 ended with most businesses in decline and with the economy as a whole being characterized with words like "unstable" and "uncertain."

(U) In other words, 1948 had its ups and downs, much like the prince in Shakespeare's play Hamlet, the movie of which won the Oscar for Best Picture of 1948. Other endings included India's Mahatma Gandhi, who was assassinated, and Babe Ruth, who died of cancer.
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TOP SECRET/UNCLASSIFIED
An ominous nonevent ended the year - the Nobel Committee decided to award no peace prize for 1948, which perhaps explains why quotation marks fell off the Cold War idiom. The two sides of that conflict which had vaguely formed in 1947 became more clearly drawn in 1948: East versus West; communism versus capitalism; totalitarianism versus democracy; Russia versus the United States.

Specifically, the Soviets began to turn that part of Germany they controlled into a separate nation. First, they decreed a new economic administration for their German zone, then declared a separate currency. Finally, the Soviets blockaded Berlin, which the United States and Britain countered with an airlift of food, fuel, and other supplies. Meanwhile, Czechoslovakia fell to the communists, but Tito's Yugoslavia escaped Soviet control.

The Marshall Plan was working in Western Europe, but in Asia, large losses were being taken. North Korean communists decreed a "People's Republic," and Mao Tsetung's communist army swept through Manchuria, taking control of the northern half of China.

Harry S. Truman asked Congress to reinstate the military draft in case it was needed to meet "Soviet threats," asserting that world peace depended solely on Russia. Truman also won reelection to the presidency.

Finally, Soviet spies seemed to be coming out of the woodwork in 1948. Elizabeth Bentley, Vassar graduate and long-time leader of a Soviet espionage ring, blew the whistle on twelve top "U.S. Reds," including Whittaker Chambers, who in turn, named Alger Hiss and eight other spies. Their mission, largely successful, included stealing America's atomic secrets.

Direct CIA Access to "Raw Translations" (8)

The protection of America's atomic secrets was a counterintelligence concern, mostly for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). In contrast, uncovering Soviet atomic secrets should have been the main concern of most of America's intelligence community. The United States Communication Intelligence Board (USCIB), the COMINT member of that community, however, seemed more occupied working community-wide COMINT policy and organizational issues. This effort included fiddling with the COMINT processing business. In April, for example, USCIB gave the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) (and other consumers) greater access to COMINT activities, authorizing them to receive raw translations and other unfinished products considered by them "necessary for the fulfillment of their mission or producing finished intelligence." Furthermore, COMINT consumer organizations were also allowed to place indoctrinated representatives within COMINT producing sections.2

R.H. Hillenksetter, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy, and Director of Central Intelligence (DCI), approached the Army Security Agency (ASA) early in 1948 requesting additional COMINT, particularly "raw translations" 

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
Unrestricted access to the COMINT "activities," i.e., agencies, was required, according to Hillenkoetter, because it was of "fundamental importance" to CIA to "not only have working access both to the material and activities to determine the existence of positive intelligence, but also that (CIA) be aware of gaps in COMINT coverage to shift greater emphasis to other sources when required." 25

Hillenkoetter had worked out acceptable arrangements with both ASA and the Communication Support Annex, Washington (CSAW), where the U.S. Navy's cryptologic organization was located, but the Army wanted USCIB to "take official notice of the solution." Consequently, the issue was on the agenda for a USCIB meeting held in April. A discussion of terminology started off the issue, with U.S. Army colonel Harold G. Hayes, chief, ASA, preferring the term "raw translations" over CIA's choice.

According to the minutes of the meeting, Lieutenant General S.J. Chamberlin, Director of Intelligence, General Staff, U.S. Army, supported the position of Colonel Harold G. Hayes:

The term means to Colonel Hayes a large volume of material much of which is ultimately screened out and hence never reaches the stage of being translated and written up as COMINT information. He outlined illustrative steps in the processing at ASA and commented that he had been informed that sometimes as little as 20 percent of the original volume of intercepted material is finally processed. He said he would have no objections to supplying the CIA with any specific messages in "raw" form, for use in verifying particular translations, but that the wholesale delivery of a great mass of crude COMINT material to the CIA by ASA would be mutually inefficient and merely a disorganized approach to a problem that could be handled much more satisfactorily by the Army's furnishing translations to the CIA. He said he believes the CIA really wanted "raw translations" and that was a misnomer. 26

Although all USCIB members agreed with the change of terminology, it was clear from the minutes that Chamberlin was still not happy with CIA's increased access to ASA's material. He launched into a detailed lecture on the importance of protecting the security of COMINT, expressing his concern that "too many people are receiving such information." Hillenkoetter replied that he agreed, but that "a companion problem dealt with the imperative necessary for the CIA to get all available intelligence from all sources, in order to discharge its statutory responsibilities." Chamberlin said he would "personally assume the responsibility to insure that CIA received from the ID [Intelligence Division] all products of the Army CI [communications intelligence] system which would be valuable to the CIA in performance of its mission." Hillenkoetter continued the sparring by observing "that no one could ask for a firmer guarantee than the one given by General Chamberlin." At this point Thomas B. Inglis, Rear Admiral, U.S. Navy and commander, Office of Naval Intelligence (ONI), took up the cudgel, commenting that "even so, the existence of such a guarantee would not in practice act to protect the person guaranteed, because such a guarantee would not be accepted by superiors as a valid excuse for failure to discharge one's responsibilities." At this point, the State Department representative, Mr. Park Armstrong, said he assumed that these procedures applied as well to State. All
members agreed. While this policy applied to all COMINT, it was clearly directed at, and had its largest impact on, Soviet COMINT.

Early U.S. Centralization Efforts (U)

Surprisingly, Soviet cryptographic practices played a role in influencing the U.S. government's early efforts to centralize the processing of COMINT. In October 1948, a new Service Cryptologic Agency (SCA - later Service Cryptologic Element, SCE), the United States Air Force Security Service (USAFSS), was established, joining the existing "dynamic duo" of ASA and CSAW. From a Department of Defense perspective, a new agency meant not only three SCAs to deal with, but added costs. Perhaps it would be less expensive, the thinking went, to create a unified or joint agency. Some U.S. policymakers theorized that a centralized cryptanalytic attack on centrally controlled Soviet cryptosystems might make more sense than the existing and expensive "coordinated but separate" attacks being mounted at the time by the Army and Navy, with the Air Force in the cryptologic wings.

This kind of thinking was behind the establishment of the so-called Stone Board (named after Admiral Earl E. Stone, its chairman), which met as directed by the secretary of defense, James V. Forrestal, initially on 26 August 1948, publishing its report in December 1948. This led ultimately to the creation in 1949 of the Armed Forces Security Agency (AFSA), the immediate predecessor to the National Security Agency.

USCIB continued in 1948 to oversee the day-to-day operations of the SCAs through the mechanism of the Coordinator of Joint Operations (CJO), the closest U.S. position to a director, NSA, that existed before 1952. The chiefs of ASA and CSAW took turns each year wearing the second hat as CJO, attempting with limited success to coordinate the separate COMINT operations of each SCA.

SIGINT Environment (U)

As in the three previous years, Soviet communications of cryptanalytic interest in 1948 were primarily those found on telegraph lines and HF radio (3-30 MHz). But change was in the airwaves. Target communication modes remained mostly manual Morse and radioprinter. Some radiotelephone traffic was found, primarily in the HF range, but VHF (30-300 MHz) communications were also intercepted.

A significantly more important exception to the general picture was the ever-increasing volume of "commercial" unenciphered or "plain language" telegrams...
exchanged by Soviet industrial ministries, research and development (R&D) centers and institutes, and plants and factories. Finally, electronic intelligence (ELINT), mostly radars, continued to be dealt with apart from COMINT by the military services. The USAF's ferret program of aerial reconnaissance, which focused heavily on ELINT, began, however, to show an ever-increasing degree of collaboration with the SCAs' fixed station COMINT operations.

**BOURBON** Highlights of 1948 (U)

- Highlights in Allied collaboration included a joint technical conference held in London in July 1948, largely to endorse an enhanced Anglo-American effort against Soviet plain language traffic. There was also continued BOURBON collaboration with...

- Human resources continued to be added in abundance to the Soviet problem in 1948, no matter how one counted. The number of Americans and British subjects dedicated to BOURBON rose 62 percent in a year's time. Moreover, in the United States, one third of all SIGINTers worked the Soviet problem (leaving 67 percent working on the rest of the world), with the percentage growing because BOURBON got two thirds of all new hires in 1948.

- The two-thirds fraction applied also to the ratio of available U.S. intercept positions tasked against the Soviet Union, positions that were growing in number in field stations that were increasing both in number and geographic coverage. As a result, U.S. collection of Soviet targets rose during 1948 from roughly messages per month to about . Of course, the British, with their much larger, more widespread collection capability, still copied most of the Soviet traffic.

- Mr. Herbert Conley, who had been on the staff of the Senior U.S. Liaison Officer (SUSLO), London, in 1947, and was by late 1948 an ASA supervisor involved in analysis and reporting of Soviet targets, assessed in December the strides made in collection and forwarding. First, he reported on recent intercept improvements:

  Continued attempts to build up intercept strength had made it possible by the summer of 1948 to begin intercept of Russian operational or low-level Military and Military Air circuit in this area. The intercept and analysis of such links has been increased during the past few months, with emphasis being accelerated as the Russians have reduced transmission. Operational air links employing radio-telephone transmissions have not been intercepted regularly, but cover of Morse links is extensive.

- Then, Conley pointed out how forwarding to ASA of selected intercept had been made more timely by year's end:

  At the present time, Army Security Agency, Washington, is receiving daily by teletype all air defense and operational air traffic intercepted at U.S. stations and at British stations
in the U.K. Information on flights of Russian planes in Europe is available in Washington within a few hours after the flight has been scheduled. Speculation about the reasons ranged from normal development in Soviet cryptographic security (the early thinking) to later leanings strongly toward espionage.

Conley, in his December 1948 ASA-based assessment, picked out only backlogs to clean up, U.S. cryptanalytic resources dropped 5 percent by the end of the year. Traffic analysis of Soviet communications reached maturity. Again, Conley, speaking only for ASA, said it well:

Traffic analysis against the Soviet target was so well developed that when a

GCHQ also quickly recognized the potential significance of Soviet plain language material, pointing out in its April proposal for an expanded BRUSA (British-U.S.A.) exchange that the British

Allied cryptologists published thousands of COMINT reports in 1948. These reports mixed technical items such as lists with intelligence information bulletins in the same serialization systems, making little distinction between them except for limiting some technical reports to producer agencies, presumably on the basis of customer interest. The consumer agency seemed to be able to get all the technical details it wanted. More important contemporary distinctions were made between the processing sources, i.e., cryptanalysis, traffic analysis, or plain language.

Conley, in his December memorandum, also addressed how timely ASA reporting on Soviet aircraft movements was becoming:

Material from plain text messages is integrated both at ASA Europe and at ASA Washington so that composite information of available intelligence consumers within a minimum of time. ASA Europe is presently issuing to USAFE, through SSO channels, current information on

DEVELOPMENTS IN ALLIED COLLABORATION (U)

U.S. - British Liaison (U)

SUSLO, London, had long wrestled with the problem of shipping copies of British-intercepted Soviet traffic back to Washington, having had to depend for the most part on British transportation assets since BOURBON was implemented. Therefore, it was with great pride, declared a major USICIB accomplishment, when in January 1948, there was finally established a U.S.-controlled air courier service for the transportation of raw traffic from London to Washington. On 20 January 1948, the first batch of raw traffic was delivered at the American embassy, London, by SUSLO for shipment to the United States.

There was no doubt that cryptologic liaison between America and the British in 1948 was required. U.S. Navy captain Joseph N. Wenger, chief of the Navy's cryptologic organization, wearing his CJO hat, confirmed in February in a statement of collection requirements that the collaboration with GCHQ remained highly desirable. He then cited as justification for the continued collaboration the fact that the British and their

Liaison channels were used, for example, for the expression of American concerns over British intercept tasking. In May 1948, GCHQ was informed through
laison channels that its diversion of intercept emphasis toward the Soviet target should

(GGREG) The centerpiece for American and British cryptologic liaison in 1948 was the second BRUSA Technical Conference, held from 15 to 26 July. The first conference had been convened in the spring of 1946, shortly after the BRUSA Agreement was signed. GCHQ called for the second conference to review and make changes to the appendices produced during the first conference. ASA was eager for a conference to plan for "emergency relocation of its stations in Europe." CSAW, on the other hand, "yielded reluctantly to the urgings of the CJO." Colonel Hayes, who had replaced Captain Wenger as CJO in April 1948. The conference agenda was to be restricted to five general topics: security and processing; intercept; communications; traffic analysis; and standardization.

(GGREG) One topic, however, got very specific as applied to the Soviet problem. Plain language loomed large for cryptologic managers responsible for the Soviet target. Consequently, Appendix B of the BRUSA Agreement was revised so that the security and dissemination regulations now also applied to Soviet radiotelephone, intelligence, and the grading of plaintext messages. Furthermore, a new Appendix K was formulated to embody the results of a complete survey of the Soviet plaintext and radiotelephone targets. There was considerable correspondence between GCHQ and America concerning the exchange of Russian plaintext traffic in 1948 (about which more later). During preparations for the London Conference, U.S. Army lieutenant Fred Bright emphasized to Washington that he as a liaison officer needed to understand clearly what was happening in the field of Russian plain-language processing.

(GGREG) Although American cryptanalysts had worked together with British cryptanalysts in GCHQ spaces since 1945, in December 1948 the first formally integrated "working party" was formed at GCHQ, when three Americans arrived in London to join the Meteorological Party. It integrated U.S. and GCHQ experts in cryptanalysis, traffic analysis and reporting as an element in one of GCHQ's departments, controlled by the director, GCHQ. The MET Party, as it was called, minimized duplication of effort, and increased the identification of what they were transmitting, and Combined parties dealing with traffic analysis, cryptomachines, and intelligence followed.
In early 1948, British intelligence authorities proposed collaboration with the United States in electronic intelligence (ELINT), or as it was then called, electronic reconnaissance. In the U.K., ELINT was "supervised" by the COMINT Board of the LSIB. In America, however, the military services controlled ELINT, with USCI playing no part. Nevertheless, Captain Wenger, in his last month as the USCI's CJO, was the recipient of the British request for collaboration in ELINT. Wenger called a meeting of all service representatives to address the issue. Ultimately, the director of Intelligence, USAF, proposed that the commanding general, USAF Europe, and the U.S. commander in chief, Mediterranean Fleet, be allowed a "limited and controlled exchange of raw information (not analysis) with the British. . . ." Also recommended was that the overall joint supervision of the exchange "be vested in the Joint Chiefs of Staff." Presumably, these recommendations were agreed to, and for the time being, USCI evidently played no further part in U.S. ELINT.

The good news for future writers and readers of cryptologic history was found in a JLG announcement of 15 October that the secret title London Signal Intelligence Centre (LSIC) would be abolished on 1 November 1948, with instructions that only GCHQ should be used for all purposes thereafter.
minister reflections, they could not fail to observe that the partnership resembled the equality of the
beef and rabbit stew— one steer to one rabbit."

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

USCIB was also concerned with the increased risks to COMINT security that went along with widening the knowledge base about COMINT activities generally, and "was disturbed by implications of the... that there was a weakness somewhere in the existing chain of COMINT security." No agreement was reached but negotiations would continue. Formal letters between and Washington were exchanged throughout the fall and winter of 1948, slowly narrowing the differences between the two parties.

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

Meanwhile, working level liaison continued. By 1948, USN lieutenant Max Gunn of CSAW was as a special representative to coordinate technical matters between Washington and the pertaining to the establishment and construction of radio intercept stations."

USCIB kept GCHQ informed as to the nature of materials being sent to For example, USCIB provided GCHQ with a list of materials sent to on 28 January which included, among other things,

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

The United States Communications Intelligence Coordinating Committee (USCIC), composed of senior cryptologic officials and subordinate to USCIB, had been disinclined to satisfy the British request without further explanation concerning

But Washington eventually acceded to London's wishes, permitting whenever Britain considered such material necessary
As it would not be too much of an exaggeration to state metaphorically that in 1947 Americans were thrown at the Soviet problem, thus it is fair to add figuratively that in 1948 Americans were poured into the Soviet problem. ASA cryptologic processing manpower (i.e., not counting collection personnel) dedicated to the Soviet target grew by 48 percent in 1948. Counterpart Navy personnel increased a whopping 78 percent, for an overall American rise of 59 percent in 1948. This rate of increase was double the 1947 rate.

Available statistics for the total of ASA and CSAW personnel (i.e., including personnel working non-Soviet targets) show that personnel dedicated to the Soviet problem accounted for 27 percent in 1947, and 34 percent in 1948, of the total population at the two Washington COMINT centers. As the following chart shows, too, two thirds of all the new hires in 1948 were apparently assigned to the Soviet problem:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASA Soviet</th>
<th>CSAW Soviet</th>
<th>Total Soviet</th>
<th>Total ASA-CSAW Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1947</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>2,531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1948</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>1,073</td>
<td>3,124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A careful review of the statistics will show that, while there were 1,073 Americans assigned to the Soviet problem in December 1948, only 637 were cryptanalysts,
traffic analysts or language analysts. It turns out that the other 428 people were in support functions such as administration, traffic preprocessing, maintenance, and clerical. Another 171 (or 40 percent) were in the training pipeline, a tail that did not appear identifiable in the monthly statistics until February 1948. 44

The British, with still fewer people to throw at (or pour into) the Soviet problem than the Americans, nonetheless increased their ante, too. The substantial growth rate of 59 percent in American cryptologic processing personnel was combined with a more impressive 71 percent rise in British cryptologists dedicated to processing the Soviet target. This gave an Anglo-American annual increase of 62 percent, doubling the previous year’s rate and continuing the amazing growth (in the face of general reduction of defense forces of both countries), as the following chart shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1947</td>
<td>675</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1948</td>
<td>1,073</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A breakdown of these statistics into the number of cryptanalysts, traffic analysts, and linguists will be presented when the contributions by these individual skills are addressed.

COLLECTION (U)

By April 1948, the United States had thirty-six Army and Navy field stations, located both stateside and overseas. Britain operated 67 sites and the U.S. number was thirty-five — including one USAF site (USA-45) for “ferret” flights. Concerning ferret flights in 1948, a “stripped down” USAF B-29 ferret reportedly overflew Soviet “Siberia” on an almost twenty-hour-long reconnaissance mission from Alaska to Japan on 5 August, on 8 August, the same aircraft reversed the flight path, returning to Alaska. These two missions were repeated on 1 and 6 September. 45

Tasking and Collection Receipts (U)

A glimpse of U.S. intercept tasking for 1-15 October 1948 shows that of 824 documented U.S. collection positions, 548 (or 67 percent) were tasked against Soviet Morse and radioteleprinter targets. The same picture revealed that eight or 548 levy on 278 remaining positions. 46

To show once again how statistics can be misleading, however, apparently not all of those tasked positions were manned. More elaborate statistics for January 1949
indicated that of 374 U.S. intercept terminals installed, only 372 were manned. Accepting
the manned figure as a more accurate reflection of reality, extrapolation would suggest
that of the 848 terminals tasked against the Soviet Union, only about 233 were manned. This number (233) compares favorably with the 196 manned terminals tasked against the
Soviet Union in 1947. As in 1947, probably about one third of the more widespread
British intercept terminals, which numbered in 1947, were tasked against Soviet
targets in 1948.

Soviet collection statistics vary widely in 1948, depending on the source.
Rowlett reported an average of almost messages per month being intercepted by
U.S. stations during 1947. Another study reported an October 1949 total of Soviet messages. Therefore, by extrapolating those 1947 and 1949 figures, U.S. collection apparently averaged between messages a month, including plaintext traffic in 1948. This range of numbers appears consistent with the given statistics for the number of plain-language messages scanned per month in 1948 of between (see LANGUAGE PROCESSING section).

**Intercept Terminal and Field Station Support Diary (U)**

In February 1948, Captain Wenger, in his last month as CJO, forwarded to
USCIB a statement of intercept terminal requirements which presented an excellent
picture of the state of development of collection, including against the Soviet target. For
example, it had been determined that an average of six persons was required to staff each
terminal, including intercept, maintenance, and communications support. Additional
radioprinter intercept terminals were deemed "essential." Moreover, all Morse intercept
terminals needed to be retrofitted with frequency shift converters to allow
radioprinter collection as well as assistance. Captain Wenger, in his last month as CJO,
forwarded to USCIB a statement of intercept terminal requirements which presented an excellent
picture of the state of development of collection, including against the Soviet target. For
example, it had been determined that an average of six persons was required to staff each
terminal, including intercept, maintenance, and communications support. Additional
radioprinter intercept terminals were deemed "essential." Moreover, all Morse intercept
terminals needed to be retrofitted with frequency shift converters to allow
radioprinter collection as well as assistance.

Washington informed London in March that a newly opened intercept station
would include Soviet military communications in its tasking. One of ASA's analytic branches urged its superiors in April to downgrade the classification of Soviet
Codeword to Secret Codeword, arguing that "it is essential that the
be available to the intercept station, in order that accurate
identification can be made by the station." The U.S. had depended primarily on the British for intercept cover of Soviet
targets in . In fact, the new CJO, Colonel Hayes, estimated in 1948 that 65-70 percent of all Soviet raw traffic still came from British sources. By July, however,
ASA was acquiring its own collection capabilities, with All sites were understaffed, but operators
were being trained as rapidly as possible. The were authorized a total of positions but had only installed and only operators trained. Soviet Morse and printer links were prominent among the tasked targets. By September, one of the ASA stations was concentrating on intercept of "Soviet low-level activity."

Morse signals were intercepted by the British emanating from the Black Sea in July. GCHQ believed the signals were part of a Soviet naval exercise involving five major mobile surface units, a group of up to nine submarines, and five air units, under the direction of Black Sea Fleet Naval Air headquarters and the commander in chief, Black Sea Fleet.

Monitoring Soviet Submarines (U)

In March 1948, Captain Wenger, chief, Op-20-2 at CSAW, submitted to Rear Admiral Earl E. Stone, who was the chief, Op-20, the Office of Naval Communications, for his signature a memorandum for the "Chief of Naval Intelligence." Wenger reported that a survey had been made and the following information was developed:

Apparently following up in August, trying to acquire more coverage on Soviet...
For the first time since the start of the BOURBON project, the number of people in a particular career field fell, albeit by only 4.8 percent. Nevertheless, the decrease in the number of American cryptanalysts working the Soviet target from 269 in December 1947 to 256 by December 1948 is significant and symbolic, particularly in light of the 59 percent increase in people working the Soviet target generally. This downturn, of course, was a consequence of the...

This small drop in American resources was swept away by a 40 percent increase in British cryptanalysts dedicated to the Soviet problem, giving an overall Allied growth in cryptanalysis of 7 percent as shown in the following chart:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1947</td>
<td>269</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1948</td>
<td>256</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)
E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

I.

COLERIDGE Replaced by ALBATROSS, but Not for Long (U)
Brief Life of the Commercial Scrambler

Other Soviet Military Systems (U)
Espionage or Normal Cryptographic Developments? (U)

Although the possibilities of espionage were acknowledged, CSAW in an internal memorandum concluded that the most probable cause was "normal development of Soviet security program, requiring no specific knowledge of U.S. or British COMINT successes for its basic motivation, but quite probably hastened by deductions based on external evidence which is necessarily susceptible to their observation." 143

The issue surfaced at a USCIB meeting in November, where its members discussed the possible reasons the Soviets gave for the leak. First, the Board reviewed a letter on the subject received from I.S.B. It offered four possibilities: (1) preparation for war; (2) methodical drive to improve communication security; (3) temporary pulling off the air to improve defects; and (4) reaction to a leak. London ruled out the first possibility but could not confirm or deny the last three. 144

Next, the chiefs of the "technical agencies" (i.e., ASA and CSAW), Colonel Hayes and Captain Wenger, were asked their views. Interestingly, they disagreed as to the causes. Colonel Hayes was "strongly inclined toward the belief that leakage of information had been the primary cause." Captain Wenger believed that "further development in the Soviet security program was . . . the most probable motivating factor although none (of the other possibilities) could be definitely ruled out." USCIB decided to refer the problem to its committee on security for study and to make recommendations for action. 145

The issue was first addressed at a meeting of USCIB's Security Committee on 21 December 1948. The participants agreed to proceed on the assumption of Soviet penetration of Allied COMINT successes and draft a report accordingly. 146

At the second meeting on 4 January 1949, the first draft was discussed. Recommendations were to compartment...
Beyond Bourbon

A decision was made to redraft the report.

On 11 January 1949 the Security Committee submitted to USCIB its report citing the following facts bearing on the problem:

During 1948 the Russians adopted various successive communication security measures for the reasons for which cannot be positively determined but which could have resulted from leakages of information or...

Accordingly, the committee submitted a draft USCIB Directive No. 4 (approved on 14 January 1949), which assumed a leak and took measures to reduce the damage of future betrayals. It reaffirmed the "need-to-know" principle for the processing agencies, directing that producers of each COMINT field and task "shall be sequestered and compartmented from other operations to the greatest extent practicable without undue detriment to the operational efficiency and effectiveness," and "reports of progress in each general field of COMINT effort shall be separate from similar reports covering other fields..." Secondly, it directed, for producers and consumers alike, that a COMINT clearance and indoctrination did not entitle one to receive "COMINT from all fields and tasks, or even all COMINT from any one field or task, unless he [or she] specifically requires it." Moreover, a COMINT clearance "shall not be regarded as entitling [one] to receive detailed information on the specific technical successes and processes which have led to its production."

GCHQ came aboard in April 1949, when the Allies agreed that added security would be obtained by the "complete separation of work on non-Russian from that on Russian," excluding the early stages of intercept, intercept control, and traffic handling, but incorporating "all phases of traffic analysis, cryptanalysis, translation, publication, evaluation, distribution, dissemination, intelligence appreciation within both the processing and consumer agencies, and exchange of information between the technical agencies." USCIB rejected the recommendation to use a "subsidiary" codeword to distinguish the Russian material from other COMINT.

The wisdom of the operating assumption (a leak) and these actions was confirmed a few years later. At least two Soviet spies were subsequently determined to have known that the Allies were achieving some success in reading Soviet cryptosystems. One was Kim Philby, who worked for Britain’s MI6 and was a COMINT customer of at least GCHQ’s product reports. The other was William Weisband, who worked for ASA as a Russian linguist during the mid- to late 1940s and though not convicted of spying per se, was strongly suspected of being a Soviet agent. Either or both could have and probably did blow the whistle on the Allied successes.
By the end of 1948, the Allied traffic analysis work force dedicated to the Soviet target remained considerably smaller than the corresponding cryptanalytic work force but was growing faster (by about 47 percent per year as opposed to 7 percent). The number of American traffic analysts on the Soviet problem actually increased 50 percent in 1948, with the growth in British traffic analysis greater than 43 percent, as the following chart shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>Approximate Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1947</td>
<td>164</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1948</td>
<td>156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number in March 1948.

While undoubtedly all the analytic career fields played their part in the more sophisticated COMINT analysis of Soviet military organizational developments and capabilities, it was the traffic analysis reports that often reflected such strides.
E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
Meantime, GCHQ traffic analysts discovered that some Soviet Air Defense nets were subordinate to other nets, previously, they had been assumed to be on equal levels organisationally.

An example of the natural tension, healthy if held within reason, between traffic analysis and cryptanalysis surfaced in April at ASA. It seems that one of the traffic analysis teams and reported that fact. Scooped but undaunted, the traffic analysis team chief published a memorandum for the record "to reaffirm the validity of Traffic Analysis techniques based on traffic flow and volumes (as opposed to the Traffic Analysis techniques already completely confirmed), and to place in [the Traffic Analysis section's] internal records an interesting item not published formally."

Traffic analysts at GCHQ also complained in April about insufficient collection of certain targets:

In almost all cases ... it will be seen that each system is partly or completely appreciated but the full details can not be produced because of lack of intercepted data. This lack is due both to incomplete cover and to low activity on part of the links. Although Research is mainly satisfied in exposing a system it nevertheless, appreciates that sufficient data must exist to make the answer operationally useful.

---

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)
Concerning the Soviet military in general, GCHQ cited "two important discoveries which will produce operational Intelligence as data accumulates." The first was the understanding of the way the Soviets work and the second was the use of Soviet air target.
ASA traffic analysis detected in August, probably the first of many occurrences over the years of...
In 1945, the Russian linguist work force in America was the smallest of the three primary career fields (the other two being cryptanalysis and traffic analysis) involved in processing Soviet collection. By 1948, it was in second place and climbing fast. The number of ASA and CSAW language analysts grew by 131 percent during 1948, overtaking the traffic analysis work force and closing in on the cryptanalytic personnel strength devoted to the Soviet target, falling only short. Limited statistics available for GCHQ carried Consequently, Allied language
resources dedicated to the Soviet target grew by 76 percent in 1948, as the following chart shows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>U.K.</th>
<th>Approximate Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>December 1947</td>
<td>101</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1948</td>
<td>233</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

The Soviet plain-language effort began as an adjunct to cryptanalysis. Often plain language

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

intelligence information. Eventually, Allied collection "tapped" into a wealth of plain-

ASA's Plain Language Effort (U)

E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)

language telegrams not directly of a military nature, but of great value for economic and

ASA took steps in September to exceed even this number, in part by starting an intensive

military-related information if processed adequately. Plain-language exploitation took on enormously enhanced

six-month Russian language training course in September, with thirty-one students."
CSAW's Plain-Language Effort (U)

- (E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)) CSAW had thirty-one Russian linguists in December 1947 and eighty-one doing language work by December 1948, an annual growth rate of 261 percent. While CSAW likely allocated a substantial number of Russian linguists to plaintext work, it apparently did not (as ASA did) publish during 1948 what portion of its growing linguistic population was and how many were working the plain language target. (In 1949, CSAW had sixty-seven Russian linguists doing plain language work, but this time its total Russian language force was not given.)

- (E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)) That CSAW linguists were working the plaintext problem there is no doubt, because the number of messages scanned and translated there was impressive, as the following statistics show:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month/Year</th>
<th>Scanned</th>
<th>Translated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 1946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1946</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1947</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1948</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The British Effort and the London Technical Conference (U)

- (E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)) GCHQ's Ryder Street plain language group was still active in February 1948. Lieutenant Colonel William G. Bartlett (downgraded in rank from colonel like many other officers after World War II), SUSLO, London, informed Washington in February that Mr. Arthur W. Benson, who as Sir Arthur would serve as director of GCHQ from 1973 to 1978 and would be relieved in April by John Beaumont, GCHQ was considering sending Benson to the States after his relief to discuss the "Russian civil plain language problem."

- (E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)) In March, about fourteen months after the first American visit (U.S. Navy commander Grant Manson, the first SUSLO London, visited the Ryder Street facility on 31 December 1946), a First Lieutenant Frederic J. Bright, U.S. Army, a new SUSLO London staff officer, paid a visit to GCHQ's Soviet plain-language operation on Ryder Street, London (GCHQ organizational designator !GQ) A few weeks later, Lieutenant Bright alerted Washington to GCHQ's proposal for a conference. He explained that GCHQ's director, Sir Edward W. Travis, had first planned to send a party to Washington to discuss the plain language issue but changed his mind. Now, he was going to send Washington a "complete report on both the intercept and the processing of the traffic" then call for a conference to be held in London "this summer to discuss the problem."

- (E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)) The very next day, 2 April, Travis, writing for the chairman of LSIB, sent a formal memorandum to the chairman, USICB (Rear Admiral Thomas B. Inglis U.S. Navy,
director, Naval Intelligence), on the subject of "our limited effort on Russian Plain Text traffic (which) has produced most important information." The memorandum expressed concern over British loss of information resulting from lack of manpower and limitations on collection. Travis also mentioned that a report of a survey GCHQ made on the problem was enclosed. He thereupon formally proposed a joint British-U.S. effort, with details to be discussed at a special conference to be held in London.\(^{39}\)

\(\text{\textbullet \textbullet \textbullet \textbullet} \) This call for Soviet plaintext collaboration included an increase in the scope of Allied collaboration as spelled out in the BRUSA Agreement of 1946. The agreement unwarranted material. Ingles wrote LSIB on 3 June 1948 that the British plan was acceptable to USICB. It would be approved at the London Conference.\(^{39}\)

\(\text{\textbullet \textbullet \textbullet \textbullet} \) The GCHQ survey forwarded to Washington by Travis in April came in two parts, beginning with Enclosure A, a general description of the target:

\(\text{\textbullet \textbullet \textbullet \textbullet} \) Enclosure B of GCHQ's survey provided a detailed history of British efforts against Soviet plain text, including the following suggestion of the original size of the Ryder Street operation: "British exploitation of Russian plain-text as an entity began in September, 1946, in a section of \[\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\_\] persons . . . ." suggesting the original size of the Ryder Street operation.\(^{39}\) Lastly, this enclosure contained GCHQ's proposal for expanded exchange:

\(\text{\textbullet \textbullet \textbullet \textbullet} \) Later in April 1948, Colonel Hayes, once again the CJQ, informed USICB that ASA and CSAW had agreed on a plan to coordinate their exploitation of "Russian Plain Language Processing" which would maximize production and minimize duplication of effort.\(^{39}\)
In May, GCHQ forwarded to Washington another study which, among other things, assessed their plain-language effort: E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

In June, Frank Rowlett, who was still chief, ASA's Operations Division, sent a package of write-ups on the Allied plain language program to Lieutenant Bright in London. One was the "write-up on the ASA Russian Plain Text Unit previously promised you. It was delayed longer than I had anticipated." Another in the package was a copy of the British proposals. E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

Preparations for the London Conference continued. Speaking for SUSLO London, and perhaps also for GCHQ, Lieutenant Bright informed Rowlett and Colonel Hayes in July that he considered the ASA write-up "comprehensive," covering the field "very well." He also reported that the Ryder Street office, "was very pleased with the formal USCHB proposals, so that the work of that conference committee should be greatly simplified." E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

The London Conference produced one revised appendix plus a new one on the Soviet plain-language effort. Appendix B was revised so that the security and dissemination regulations applied to Soviet radiotelephone and the grading of plaintext messages. A new Appendix K was formulated.

Plain Text Tie-In to Radio-Telephone Activity (U) E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

Lieutenant Fred Bright, the SUSLO London staff officer, also discovered that GCHQ had included a CCHQ demonstrated an early capability to produce Within a few days of acquiring plain
In 1948 COMINT reporting, or as it was more commonly called then, "dissemination," was the responsibility of ASA or the Information and Documents Branch (CSGAS-65). At CSAW, it was the Information Division (ND). Each unit received finished COMINT from the cryptanalytic and traffic analysis sections and passed it on to authorized consumers. Published translations (bulletins), prepared in a format standardized by the CIO's subordinate Joint Processing Allocation Group (JPAG), was the principal means of reporting COMINT. All Soviet COMINT was published in a special series. All bulletins were exchanged with GCHQ, who in turn forwarded copies of all its bulletins to ASA and CSAW.¹¹

Most significantly, COMINT consumers in 1948 acquired the right of access to virtually raw traffic:

In addition to receiving published bulletins, the consumer agencies were allowed to obtain and other unfinished COMINT products necessary for the fulfillment of their mission, and to place indoctrinated representatives within COMINT producing sections. These arrangements were sanctioned by USCIB on 27 April 1948, in connection with a request by the CIA for fuller access to COMINT activities, and were made applicable to all USCIB members. The exact categories of COMINT products and information to be made available could not be laid down in advance, but had to be left to the judgment of the individual consumer.¹¹

This USCIB sanction was probably unsettling to COMINT producers, but its ramifications, if any, did not appear in the cryptologic archival record for 1948. Perhaps there was no problem at the time; the COMINT agencies were reporting all the technical details anyway.

The distinction between what are today called technical reporting and product reporting was in 1948 still not clearly defined. As in the three previous years, 1948 reports intended for the COMINT customers still contained much technical information, including. The customer knew, for example, which reports came from

That said, the Allied cryptologic agencies produced a great volume of technical reports on the Soviet target in 1948. On the American side, under the banner of
the JPAG, several series of essentially technical reports were published. One of these was, of course, the U.S. Monthly Status Report, under the CJQ's signature, which summarised virtually everything the U.S. processed during the month. Each monthly was an enormous document, always well over 100 legal-size pages, containing the numbers of each agency's personnel (by career field), processing and machine applications, and highlights, plans, a cryptographic summary, a traffic analysis summary, then detailed information of every specific foreign cryptographic system under study. The Soviet portion itself averaged twenty-five to thirty pages every month.

In addition, JPAG published "Interim Reports" every year, approximately copies to a distribution of at least six and sometimes as many as fourteen internal and external elements. Most of these were technical reports for the COMINT community.

ASA and CSAW produced Soviet-related Interim Reports, not only

Exceptions to these purely technical reports included the sanitized SECRET noncode word weekly CSAW-produced "OP-20-NT-1 Russian Traffic Information Summary, period 3 through 8 February 1948" which read, not surprisingly, like a weekly intelligence summary of Soviet naval and naval air activity, and included the commanders in chief, Pacific and Atlantic Fleets, on the distribution page. ASA's special report "Abnormal Water Levels of the Danube River System," included the Special Research Branch of MID on distribution. Clearly, these were in effect product reports lumped in what was generally a technical reporting series.

U.S. Product Reporting, Generally (U)

As in 1946 and 1947, ASA and CSAW continued to publish based product reports in the RU Series 3 x 8 inch cards, and traffic analytically derived COMINT in the V-TAP Series reports. What was new in U.S. product reporting in 1948 was the plain-language reporting (see following page).

As had been done since 1946, U.S. cryptologic agencies continued to include technical details such as the in all reports creating a security hazard that was not addressed until 1949 when the creation of the Consolidated Information Dissemination Office, or CONSIDO, was proposed and not
not solved until later. CONSIDO, designed to satisfy the recognized need to centralize the evaluation and follow-on dissemination on COMINT, was never established.152

U.S. Plain-Language Reporting (U)

In January 1948, USCIB established a RU-PLAI reporting series, for "Russian Plain-Language Analysis Items," which would be made up of

individual identifications or organizations involved in economic activities, their titles, locations, subordination, personalities, and activities, derived from the analysis of plain text messages intercepted on various commercial radio circuits of the USSR. The date given at the right is the last appearance of the identification in messages. These items will serve to provide additional information on a current basis to supplement studies of the more important ministries and directorates of the USSR.153

Apparently, ASA produced these plain-language reports in a joint effort with the U.S. Army's Military Intelligence Division (MID) as each report was annotated: "Prep by ASA, MID." The first substantive report, produced on 5 x 8 inch cards, looked like this:154
Between 9 January 1948 and the end of the year, ASA published reports. Despite the fact that activities in Soviet atomic energy were...

What the KUBLAI reports did, however, was bring home to the intelligence community the enormous scope and breadth of centralization of the Soviet planned economy.

Customer Use of Soviet COMINT(U)

Customers of course combined COMINT with other intelligence sources and produced daily and weekly reports. The Department of State published a daily "Diplomatic Summary." The Army published "Military Digest," likely containing much Soviet COMINT, and the Navy published a report strictly addressing the Soviet target called the "Soviet Intelligence Summary," which was probably based on Op-20-NT's weekly summaries. Of course, all agencies published special reports as well.
CONCLUSION (U)  E.O. 13526, section 1.4(c)(d)

"... If Allied collaboration had been a game of golf, it was par for the course in 1948..."
American and British cryptologists certainly could not complain about lack of human resource support in 1948. The Soviet problem received more new people in 1948 than there were working the target in January 1948 (approximately). Across the Atlantic, GCHQ’s human resources dedicated to Soviet cryptologic processing rose a whopping 71 percent in 1948. In other words, Allied cryptologists processing Soviet communications targets increased almost fourfold, from in three years.

All these analysts needed traffic to work on, and Allied collectors responded. American collection capabilities improved as the numbers of installed intercept positions increased and collection receipts skyrocketed, perhaps as much as threefold.

Foreshadowing future real-time support, the forwarding of intercept of selected Soviet military aircraft scheduling information was reduced in 1948 to “within a few hours.”

Traffic analysis reached a stage of maturity.

The Allies recognized the potential intelligence contribution to be derived from Soviet plain-language exploitation, revised the BRUSA Agreement to incorporate necessary changes in the partnership and exchange, and the U.S. in particular increased the language work force 131 percent in one year’s time.

COMINT reporting on the Soviet problem continued at a great rate in 1948, not surprising given the large number of analysts employed. Still important was the source of the COMINT, with little concern shown for restricting the customer’s access to all the COMINT technical production details like case notations, frequencies, etc.
EPILOGUE (U)

While it may have seemed premature in 1945, the apparently unchallenged decision by Allied cryptologic officials to make the Soviet Union the number one target clearly had to be seen as a sound selection by the end of 1945. Nowhere in the historical record could be found someone in authority writing: "We are going to target the Soviet Union because..." Rather, the fact of targeting the USSR seemed a foregone conclusion. All available historical correspondence, and there is much of it, both U.S. internal and exchanges between Great Britain and America, addressed in enormous detail not whether but essentially how best to exploit the communications of the Soviet Union. At least from hindsight, the decision seems prescient. Although knowledgeable officials understood that in World War II the partnership with the Soviet Union was limited to an "anti-Hitlerian" alliance, lacking the political, social and cultural bindings that tied together Great Britain and the United States, it seems uncanny that by 1948, Stalinist Russia had emerged as the arch Cold War enemy.

The maturation of Soviet traffic analysis, the substantially enlarged Russian linguistic workforce, the expanded collection and processing capabilities all put Allied cryptologists on a sound footing for the future. And a bit more scary the future was. The first Soviet atomic bomb was exploded in 1949. Moreover, in 1949 the capitalized expression "Cold War" became for the first year in history an entry in the Facts on File index, and the term "Soviet bloc" became common. In partial response to the emergence of the Soviet bloc, the Western Allies formed the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). Also in 1949, eleven American Communist leaders were convicted on conspiracy charges.

And, of course, as all Agency personnel know who have been around for twenty to thirty years, the Soviet target came to dominate, until the 1990s, the Agency's
budget in terms of personnel, collection systems (driving requirements for all overhead assets), processing, and reporting systems. Although the establishment of the National SIGINT Operations Center (NSOC) was given final impetus by the North Korean shootdown of the U.S. Navy EC-121 in 1969, Group A was always the major player in real-time SIGINT support, at least until the fall of the Berlin Wall. The closing of many Service Cryptologic Element field stations occurred only after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

A reader might ask if, in fact, the BOURBON project had been such a success, what was wrong with having two or even three American COMINT agencies "coordinating" their separate and independent processing tasks? Thomas Burn's *Origins of the National Security Agency, 1940-1952* answers that question in detail. In brief, the separate COMINT operations were often fractionated, leaving out some targets and unnecessarily duplicating others; that is, they were being inefficient and uneconomical. From a Soviet target perspective, however, Project BOURBON was successful in spite of the ASA-CSAW, and later USAFSS, arrangement, not because of it. It was successful despite interagency bickering, and probably the high cost of doing SIGINT business; there was really little choice for U.S. intelligence but to depend from 1945 to 1948 on the service SIGINT organizations and to work with them as best they could until something better could be arranged.

As early as 1948, as the Stone Board report shows, U.S. intelligence officials knew the existing arrangement was not working well. The battle was, again, mostly over how to improve it, *how* to centralize processing, not *whether* it should be done. The creation of the Armed Forces Security Agency (AFSA) in 1949 was merely the first attempt. Continued SIGINT processing problems surfaced by, among other things, the Korean War, brought about the establishment of the National Security Agency in 1962.

But whether there was one agency or three working the problem, the Soviet target dominated the SIGINT business in America like no other for over forty years. Project BOURBON got us off to a good beginning, and until the demise of the Soviet Union made for an even better ending. Allied cryptologists kept all ears tuned to the activities of the Soviet leadership, its military forces and economic system. Year after year, if not always able to discern Soviet intentions, Allied SIGINTers kept tabs on Soviet capabilities and activities, ready and able to sound the alarm.

Just as the successful efforts of World War II cryptologists against Germany and Japan left a legacy of professionalism for Cold War analysts, let us hope that the enormous inheritance of Cold War cryptologic skills, innovative collection and processing techniques, tradition, and dedication will be handed down in good shape to the SIGINTers of the future.
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## Appendix

ASA Russian Plain Language Unit Strength & Output (U)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month/Year</th>
<th>Strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dec 1947 goal)</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1947</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 1948**</td>
<td>26 (per month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar-Apr 48</td>
<td>42 (per month)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1948</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun 1948</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul 1948</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 1948</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1948</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1948</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1948</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec 1948</td>
<td>111***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*JPAG Memorandum to Coordinator for Joint Operations, Subject: Allocation of

17 December 1947 (NSA/CSS Archives; Accession No. 92140, box C81074).

** JPAG Monthly Status Report, November 1947 - December 1948 (NSA/CSS Archives; Accession No. 42466, boxes H10-0106-3 and H10-0106-4).

*** AFSA Strength figures for the

by January 1948 (per XXV-13, Part IV of Dr. Howa's The Narrative History of

ASA/NSA). However, the value of

in November 1941, with

XXV-13; CHC General Collection.)